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Introduction
Developing software is a very complex task and unclear requirements, underestimated efforts,
and strict deadlines make it even more difficult. Taking all these factors into account, it is
not surprising that every software contains bugs even after its release. However, an erroneously
released system can be expensive for the publisher and it can even lose its prestige and customers.
Let us remember Cyberpunk 2077 1, a highly anticipated game of 2020. Despite the constant
delays, the gaming community waited patiently for the release as it trusted the quality. Still, the
game contained numerous flaws that caused extreme dissatisfaction, and sales quickly fell.

The example highlights how important it is for the development to be accompanied by proper
and continuous quality assurance. It is a complex, multi-step process in which the goal is to reduce
the impact of errors to an acceptable level. There are numerous tools and methods for quality
assurance. One of the most well-known forms is software testing, which is a dynamic analysis
technique. Dynamic analysis requires the execution of the software, so these methods can only
be applied once executable files have been generated. In addition to dynamic analyses, there
are static analysis methods. The main difference between the two techniques is that in static
analysis, the test is done without running the program, so it can be applied at very early stages
of development. This is advantageous because the earlier the fault is identified, the less it will
cost to fix. In addition, static analyses can usually be performed at a lower cost (e.g., no need
to write test cases) and can be better automated. In practice, it is worth combining the two
methods of analysis, as other types of errors can usually be detected with them. The research
work behind this thesis aims to help in detecting errors and coding flaws early on with static
analysis techniques.

The thesis discusses three main topics: a heuristic-based enhancement of a Java symbolic exec-
utive engine, the in-depth analysis and comparison of Java static call graphs, and the introduction
of a novel methodology for the detection of Primitive Obsession. These topics both emphasize the
importance of software quality and try to provide state-of-the-art solutions to combat software
faults. The research on symbolic execution and Primitive Obsession is related to flaw detection
itself, while the third topic in connection with call graphs goes one level deeper. Since call graphs
can be extremely important in static analysis, their research supports the development of such
tools.

Symbolic execution simulates the execution of a program or a part of a program using symbolic
values instead of concrete ones. During regular execution, the variables of the program have
concrete values, which means the program follows a specific execution path determined by these
values. In contrast to that, a symbolic value is a set of concrete values. Their usage becomes
interesting when a conditional statement is reached. If a logical expression contains symbolic
values, the result will be symbolic too. This means that the execution can be continued on
multiple paths. By default, a symbolic execution engine examines all of them, therefore, every
possible execution path of a program will be explored. This way runtime failures can be detected
using only static analysis information. The drawback of symbolic execution is that it requires
excessive resource usage compared to normal execution. The number of execution paths can
increase exponentially, for example, in the case of a symbolic cycle. Therefore, the number
of explored paths is often limited, which decreases the accuracy. One possible restriction is
limiting the total execution time, which leads to the omission of some of the paths. There
are several strategies to reduce the demanding requirements, such as concolic execution. We
introduced two heuristical methods to battle this trade-off between accuracy and resource usage.

1Cyberpunk 2077 is an action role-playing video game developed and published by CD Projekt.
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The methods were implemented in RTEHunter [5], a Java Symbolic Execution Engine developed
at the University of Szeged. They were tested on more than two hundred open-source Java
systems. The results showed a notable decrease in false-positive warnings without significantly
increasing the execution time or memory usage.

Call graphs are directed graphs representing control flow relationships among the methods of
a program. Each node denotes a method, while an edge from node a to node b indicates that
method a invokes method b. We distinguish between two types of call graphs, static and dynamic,
depending on whether they were constructed during static or dynamic analysis. Dynamic call
graphs represent only those methods and call edges that were called during a specific execution
of the program, therefore, they do not necessarily represent the whole program, while static
call graphs attempt completeness. However, this is just an attempt, none of them are actually
100% complete. Furthermore, what we consider complete depends on the purpose of the graphs.
Our research on static call graphs sheds light on the many ways in which static call graphs can
be constructed. As static call graphs are the main building blocks of modeling interprocedural
control and data flow, it is very important to look at the factors that can cause discrepancies.
The soundness of call graphs can greatly affect the results of subsequent analyses. Imagine
that during symbolic execution, it is not the correct method that is connected to the call site,
but another. The whole execution path becomes useless, we have wasted execution time and
resources unnecessarily. Because of this important role, we decided to focus our research interest
on Java call graph generation. Our research highlights how challenging the richness of the Java
language can be in generating call graphs. There are numerous aspects to consider depending
on the future purpose of the generated call graph. We collected six open-source static call graph
generator tools. Before comparing them, we developed a heuristic node pairing mechanism that
made the comparison possible in the first place. Then, a qualitative and quantitative comparison
was performed on a manually constructed example code and multiple medium-sized, industrial
Java systems. Using the comparison, we determined the factors that cause discrepancies in the
graphs.

Primitive Obsession is a code smell that can be vaguely interpreted as the overuse of primitive
data types. As a code smell, it can be a useful indicator of underlying design problems and might
suggest the need for refactoring in the code. Despite its potential benefits, it has not received
significant attention from researchers. Therefore, we decided to study Primitive Obsession and
defined several metrics that can highlight the potential places where this bad smell could occur.
The smell can take many different forms, therefore, it was necessary to define several indicators.
We integrated the metrics into a static analyzer tool for Java and evaluated them on multiple
systems. The manual examination of the results has shown that the warnings draw attention to
classes and methods in which primitive types are used too carelessly. We then conducted research
in which we expanded an existing bug prediction database with three of the Primitive Obsession
metrics and examined the effect on the predictive ability. The results showed that the metrics
could improve the prediction in certain cases. We also demonstrated that metrics contribute to
the variance of the extended data set, meaning that they provide a new and useful approach to
describe and measure the source code.

The thesis consists of three main parts, which are also the three thesis points. In the rest
of this booklet, we summarize the results of each thesis point. The relation between the thesis
points and the underlying supporting publications is presented in Table 7. A short summary is
given in Hungarian at the end of the paper.
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I Heuristical Improvements of a Symbolic Execution En-
gine

The focus of this thesis point was to find heuristical improvements for an existing Java Symbolic
Execution Engine, RTEHunter. Our aim was to enhance the accuracy of the execution without
further increasing the execution time and the resource requirements.

1. Improving Static Initialization Block Handling in Java Symbolic
Execution Engine
The handling of the static initialization blocks in Java is hard to simulate in the synthetic en-
vironment of symbolic execution. A class can have multiple static initialization blocks that can
appear anywhere inside the class body and are executed in the order of appearance. They are
assembled into a compiler-generated function which is called by the ClassLoader. Therefore, we
can think of these blocks as functions called automatically during the loading of the class. A
class is loaded only when certain circumstances are met: the class is used somehow (e.g., in-
stance creation, usage of a static function or attribute, loaded by reflection) and has not been
loaded before. For a static analyzer tool like RTEHunter that does not actually execute the Java
bytecode, it is difficult to handle the Java classloading mechanism. Because of this, static ini-
tialization blocks were completely neglected during execution leading to plenty of false-positive
error messages, especially NullPointerExceptions. Considering that RTEHunter performs a
method-by-method execution, it is clear that we cannot mimic the exact behavior of the Java
ClassLoader. Therefore, we come up with a filtering mechanism that fits well with RTEHunter’s
method-by-method-based implementation. When a NullPointerException arose, we simply
check if the variable associated with this warning was initialized in the static initializer blocks of
its class If the answer is positive, the warning will be treated as a false-positive.

Our approach was tested on 209 various-sized Java systems. To see the improvement, we
executed both the original and the improved versions of RTEHunter on the Java systems. The
results are presented in Table 1.

RTEHunter NullPointerE. NegativeArraySizeE. DivideByZeroE. ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsE.
Original 3,369 24 167 679

Improved 3,132 24 167 681

Table 1: The results of the original and improved RTEHunter executions

Originally there were 3,369 NPE and 679 ArrayIndexOutOfBoundException (AIOBE) warn-
ings. 242 NPE warnings were eliminated and 5 new NPE and 2 new AIOBE warnings surfaced.
The manual examination showed that the dismissed errors were indeed false-positives, while the
7 new warnings were true positives. The conclusion of the verification was that not only did we
eliminate more than two hundred erroneous NPE warnings, but also discovered 7 true positive
runtime issues, which is about a 7% improvement.

2. Applying Heuristics to Improve our Java Symbolic Execution En-
gine.
The basic idea of symbolic execution is that the program is executed on symbolic values instead
of concrete ones. When the exact value of a variable cannot be decided (because, for example,
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it is a user input or method parameter), a symbolic value is assigned to it. A symbolic variable
can contain multiple concrete values that are allowed for its type. If a conditional statement
is reached during execution, both the true and false execution paths will be discovered. From
these conditional statements, constraints can be derived to bind the values of symbolic variables.
Theoretically, every possible execution path will be explored. However, based on the conditions
associated with the symbolic variables, there will be paths that can be pruned as their conditions
are infeasible. The logical expression that can be built from the constraints associated with
symbolic variables is called the path condition.

The path condition is a key part of symbolic execution, however, its maintenance and fea-
sibility check can be extremely resource-intensive. They consume a big portion of the overall
runtime causing symbolic engines to scale poorly on bigger systems. In this research, we applied
a heuristical constraint handling mechanism called the null constraint solver. This solver tracks
whether the value of a symbolic Java reference is null throughout its lifetime. Symbolic arith-
metic variables are not taken into account. They remain unconstrained. This approach did not
alter the computational time requirements of RTEHunter notably as no complicated feasibility
check is needed. It does not account for arithmetic variables, however, this seemed like a viable
trade-off. As RTEHunter’s previous version entirely lacked a constraint solving mechanism this
solution helped to eliminate numerous false-positive warnings. To see the improvement, we ex-
ecuted both the original, constraint solverless and the improved versions of RTEHunter on 209
Java systems. The results are presented in Table 2.

RTEHunter NullPointer-
Exception

NegativeArray-
SizeException

DivideBy-
ZeroException

ArrayIndexOut-
OfBoundsException

Original 3,102 24 167 681
Improved 3,093 23 167 675

Table 2: The results of the original and improved RTEHunter

As it can be seen, there is a decrease in the number of NullPointerExceptions (NPE), Neg-
ativeArraySizeExceptions, and ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsExceptions. The manual investigation
showed that in fact 16 false-positive NPEs were eliminated and 7 new were introduced. The new
warnings showed up because by eliminating unreachable paths the symbolic engine could explore
other paths in the symbolic execution tree before reaching the execution limits.

The Author’s Contributions
The author worked on the theoretical development of the two heuristic solutions: the handling of
the static initialization blocks and the null constraint solver. She performed the literature review
in the field of symbolic execution to review the currently available technologies and methodologies.
Following the conceptual design, the author implemented the heuristics in the RTEHunter system.
She performed the necessary tests on smaller sample codes and then on more than 200 Java
systems to analyze the impact of the enhancements. She performed the analyses on the collected
projects and completed the manual validation in both cases. The publications related to this
thesis point are:

♦ Edit Pengő and István Siket. Improving Static Initialization Block Handling in Java
Symbolic Execution Engine. In Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA
2017: 17th International Conference, Proceedings, Part V, pages 561-574. Springer, 2017.

♦ Edit Pengő. Applying Heuristics to Improve our Java Symbolic Execution Engine – ICAI
2017. In Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Applied Informatics – ICAI
2017, pages 245-253. Eszterházi Károly Catholic University, 2017.
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II Comparison of Static Call Graph Builder Tools
The second thesis point is related to the examination of Java static call graphs. Call graphs
are directed graphs representing control flow relationships among the methods of a program.
Therefore, they are important building blocks of modeling interprocedural control and data flow;
their soundness can greatly affect the results of subsequent analyses. For this reason, our research
aim was to examine and compare tools that produce static graphs. During the development of a
static analyzer application, this comparison may aid the selection of the appropriate call graph
generating tool. We selected six open-source, widely available static analyzer programs from
recent years for this research: SPOON2, OSA3, WALA4 , JCG5, and Soot6.

1. A Preparation Guide for Java Call Graph Comparison. Finding a
Match for Your Methods
The way to compare the capabilities of call graph builder tools is by comparing their generated
call graphs. Methods developed for general-purpose graphs cannot be directly applied to call
graphs, especially if they were produced by different analyzer tools. Even if the structure of two
call graphs is isomorphic, they can be considered completely different because of the labeling of
the nodes. Therefore, we had to make the call graphs comparable by finding a mapping between
their nodes. A heuristical algorithm was developed in multiple steps to handle these differences.
The pairing is based on the fully qualified name of the methods. The names were returned by
the analyzers with minor variations that were easy to handle. The initial approach was named
basic pairing. This pairing is the starting level we tried to refine.

The basic pairing was not sufficient for pairing anonymous code elements, therefore, we in-
troduced the so-called anonymous transformation. Anonymous source code elements have a
non-standardized, compiler-generated name, meaning that static analyzers can name the same
code element differently. Inner classes have a ’$’ sign in their name appended right after the
name of the outer class. In the case of anonymous classes, a number is present after the ’$’ sign,
however, the numbering is not consistent among the compilers and analyzer tools. Anonymous
transformation simply means that during the name unification process we replace the varying
number after the ’$’ sign with a constant string, and then a name-based pairing is performed. If a
class has multiple anonymous classes, all of them will be transformed for the unified anonymous
class, causing a loss in the accuracy of the pairing. For projects that do not rely on anonymous
classes very much - i.e. in a class there is at most one anonymous element - this heuristical
approach is acceptable.

Our next step was a line information-based pairing. In addition to the method names, we
employed their position in the source code (filename, line number) for the pairing. However, line
numbering is not as consistent among static analyzers as it could be expected. This information
may have been missing or not exactly the same, for example, due to pre-method comments.
Seeing these difficulties, the usage of line information was restricted only for anonymous and
generic source code elements, whilst, for traditional methods, the name-wise pairing was used.

Lastly, we introduced a method to handle Java’s generic elements. Static analyzers represent
generic elements in the call graph in various ways. The line information is needed to decide if two

2http://spoon.gforge.inria.fr/
3https://github.com/sed-inf-u-szeged/OpenStaticAnalyzer
4http://wala.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
5https://github.com/gousiosg/java-callgraph
6https://github.com/Sable/soot
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methods with the same name and number of parameters correspond to the same generic method.
However, combining line information with generic elements caused a new type of problem. If
a generic method is instantiated with different types, tool A might represent it with multiple
nodes, while tool B may represent it with only one node in the call graph. As a consequence,
there is an asymmetry in the results depending on the direction from which we start pairing the
nodes. We decided to collect every possible pairing from both directions and put them into a
union.

Soot OSA SPOON JCG WALA JDT
Soot 805 79.50% 81.74% 87.45% 81.24% 73.42%
OSA 7.58% 8,442 99.96% 96.38% 82.41% 76.21%
SPOON 7.63% 97.81% 8,627 95.75% 82.10% 74.77%
JCG 7.08% 81.83% 83.12% 9,942 76.58% 63.87%
WALA 7.71% 82.05% 83.54% 89.80% 8,479 71.86%
JDT 6.28% 68.41% 68.59% 67.51% 64.79% 9,404

Table 3: Results of the refined pairing mechanism

Table 3 shows the final results of the refined pairing mechanism combining our line information-
based approach with the special handling of generic elements (the last two steps). We tested
six, carefully selected static analyzer tools, whose abbreviations can be seen in the first line and
column. The diagonal elements in bold show the number of different methods found by each
static analyzer tool. Every other cell in a row is a percentage that displays how many percent of
the given tool’s methods was found by the tool in the column. For example, WALA found 8,479
methods, and 6,093 of them were found by JDT as well, which results in 71.86%. The numbers
show that we could not achieve 100% pairing for the tools. However, compared to the basic name
pairing, the pairing has improved by 2-3 percent for some of the tools. This is a considerable
enhancement, however, a significant number of nodes remained unmatched. We manually inves-
tigated the root causes of this, in order to find possible ways to improve our pairing mechanism.
However, our in-depth examination revealed that most of the unmatchings cannot be resolved.
These are due to the differences in the operation of the tools.

2. Systematic Comparison of Six Open-source Java Call Graph Con-
struction Tools.
After developing the pairing mechanism, we performed an in-depth analysis of the remaining
differences. With this comparison, our aim was to help take the appropriate considerations into
account when developing a call graph-based algorithm. The reliability of the call graph can
influence the results of subsequent processes. We challenged the six tools on an example code
containing the language features of Java 8 and on multiple real-life open-source Java systems.
The quantitative and qualitative assessment of the resulting graphs was guided by the following
research questions:

RQ1: How does the different handling of Java’s language features affect the call graphs?

RQ2: How different could the call graphs be in practice?

RQ3: Do we get the same graphs if we ignore the known differences?
To answer RQ1, we first identified six sources for the differences: the handling of initializer

methods, polymorphism, Java 8 language elements (such as lambdas), dynamic method calls,
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generic source code elements, and anonymous source code elements. The different treatment of
these features can cause significant differences in the generated graphs. Naturally, the handling
of polymorphism can cause differences in edge numbers.

28,987 Soot OSA SPOON JCG WALA JDT
Soot 14,905 61.61% 66.51% 69.23% 31.02% 68.26%
OSA 50.61% 18,148 55.11% 56.11% 21.66% 57.95%
SPOON 86.19% 86.97% 11,447 92.93% 35.42% 91.05%
JCG 66.23% 65.28% 68.55% 15,574 26.97% 70.43%
WALA 96.74% 82.27% 85.36% 88.00% 4,783 87.10%
JDT 78.98% 82.35% 82.02% 85.97% 32.48% 12,929

Table 4: Methods of the ArgoUML project

332,806 Soot OSA SPOON JCG WALA JDT
Soot 292,212 8.10% 8.42% 8.77% 3.88% 8.58%
OSA 45.13% 52,441 49.96% 49.88% 13.25% 56.14%
SPOON 80.10% 85.26% 30,730 82.78% 24.03% 89.45%
JCG 63.80% 65.13% 63.33% 40,163 19.01% 71.11%
WALA 98.65% 60.48% 64.27% 66.45% 11,491 56.52%
JDT 71.89% 84.38% 78.79% 81.86% 18.62% 34,888

Table 5: Calls of the ArgoUML project

The extent of the differences, which is examined by RQ2, is illustrated in Tables 4 and 5.
These tables contain the analysis of the ArgoUML7 project. The structure of the two tables is
similar to Table 3’s. In the case of Table 4, the numbers in the main diagonals are the number
of methods found by the corresponding tool (e.g., Soot found 14,905 methods), while in the case
of Table 5, the diagonal elements depict the number of call edges (for example, Soot identified
292,212 invocations). Every other cell in a row shows how many percent of its methods (calls)
was found by the tool in its column. The percentages above 80% are colored green, while the
percentages below 60% are red. The tables reveal significant differences between the results of
the tools. Although the pairing algorithm does not pair all possible nodes because of the lack of
line information, the differences are not primarily due to that.

To answer RQ3, we removed those parts from the graphs that are due to known differences.
First, we eliminated the static initializer methods that were only found by Soot. Our next
filtering step was to eliminate the library methods and the corresponding edges from the graph
as tools tend to process library calls in differing detail. We examined the results of these filtering
attempts, but these steps did not alter the extent of the differences significantly. Therefore,
we decided to keep only those methods in the graphs that were found by every tool. All other
methods and their associated edges were filtered. The results for ArgoUML’s call edges are
presented in Table 6. The structure of the table is similar to the structure of Table 5.

It can be seen that despite the strict filtering, significant differences remained between the
graphs. In the case of ArgoUML, out of 9,477 edges, there are 6,112 that are not found by every
tool, which means that 64% of the edges are not “common”. Soot and WALA apply pointer
analysis during graph construction, which explains most of the edges that are only discovered
by these tools and the edges that are only found by the other, not pointer analysis-based tools.

7https://github.com/stcarrez/argouml
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9,477 Soot OSA SPOON JCG WALA JDT
Soot 9,333 44.36% 44.62% 39.8% 52.81% 42.42%
OSA 98.85% 4,188 99.98% 87.32% 96.35% 95.56%
SPOON 97.56% 98.10% 4,268 86.25% 95.10% 94.07%
JCG 99.73% 98.17% 98.82% 3,725 96.89% 93.32%
WALA 100.00% 81.86% 82.35% 73.22% 4,929 78.19%
JDT 97.8% 98.86% 99.18% 85.87% 95.21% 4,048

Table 6: Common calls of the ArgoUML project between methods recognized by all tools

However, there are 872 edges in the ArgoUML project, that cannot be explained by the various
pointer analysis algorithms. Their examination revealed previously undiscovered factors such as
errors or features of bytecode-based parsers. We proved that the outputs of the call graph builder
tools would not be the same even by eliminating the known differences.

In this research, we implemented a call graph pairing algorithm. With its help, we revealed
the extent and the causes of the differences between the call graphs. This comparative study can
help developers find the appropriate call-graph creator algorithm for their purpose.

The Author’s Contributions
The author participated in the selection of the call graph creator tools. She found a total of
four that met the selection criteria: OSA, WALA, SPOON, and JDT. She tested these tools
and implemented call graph exporters for them. The author provided the theoretical ideas for
the steps of the call graph comparison algorithm. She performed the literature review in the
field of graph comparison.The author participated in analyzing and validating the results of the
implemented call graph comparison tool. She also took part in the comparative study that
followed. She updated the four call graph creator tools and analyzed the selected Java systems
with them. She helped to extend the sample code that included the Java 8 features. She also
aided in interpreting the results and manually examining the differences in the graphs. She
participated in forming the research questions and in the theoretical development of the steps for
filtering the known differences of the graphs. The publications related to this thesis point are:

♦ Edit Pengő, Zoltán Ságodi and Ervin Kóbor. Who Are You not gonna Call? A Definitive
Comparison of Java Static Call Graph Creator Tools. In The 11th Conference of PhD Stu-
dents in Computer Science: Volume of short papers – CSCS 2018, pages 68-71. University
of Szeged, 2018.

♦ Zoltán Ságodi and Edit Pengő. A Preparation Guide for Java Call Graph Comparison.
Finding a Match for Your Methods. Published in Acta Cybernetica, Volume 24, No 1,
Pages 131-155. 2019.

♦ Judit Jász, István Siket, Edit Pengő, Zoltán Ságodi and Rudolf Ferenc. Systematic
Comparison of Six Open-source Java Call Graph Construction Tools. In Proceedings of
the 14th International Conference on Software Technologies – ICSOFT 2019, pages 117-128.
SciTePress, 2019.
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III Development and Evaluation of Primitive Obsession
Metrics

The third thesis point deals with the hitherto less studied code smell, Primitive Obsession (PO).
Primitive Obsession can be vaguely interpreted as the overuse of primitive data types, therefore,
it can be a useful indicator of underlying design problems. We defined several indicators that
can highlight the potential places where this bad smell could occur. These were integrated into
a static analyzer tool to evaluate. Our first work was a short, preliminary study in which we
experimented with the first metric for Primitive Obsession called Primitive Enthusiasm (PE). It
is a method-level metric that helps detect the overuse of primitive types in method parameters.
We performed evaluations on a sample project and on larger systems as well. Using the indicator,
we were able to identify many suspicious methods.

1. Grasping Primitive Enthusiasm - Approaching Primitive Obsession
in Steps.
In this work, we refined Primitive Obsession detection by introducing additional metrics. The
following metrics are my contribution. They describe new aspects of PO:

• Method Parameter Clones (MPC). The MPC metric is a class-level metric. If a class
suffers from Primitive Obsession, certain method parameters will appear multiple times in
the parameter lists of its methods. They will have the same type and – usually – the same
name because logically they correspond to the same data. These are the parameters that
could be extracted to a value object instead of using them separately. The MPC metric
grasps this aspect. It detects the repetitive patterns in the parameter lists.

• Static Final Primitives (SFP). The SFP metric measures the usage of class constant values
as type codes. The SFP function will report the usage of a variable as type code usage
if it is a static, final class-level variable, its name includes only upper case characters,
numbers, and underscores, and is considered a primitive type.

• Static Final Primitives - Switch Case Usage (SFP-SCU). With the SFP function, it is
possible to filter out static final primitive variable usages in methods. The derived metric
is the SFP-SCU metric which calculates the number of static final primitive variables that
are used as case labels in switch statements. The calculation is done for each class to see
how many times its SFP variables appear as case labels globally in the project.

The original PE metric was improved as well. It was renamed Local Primitive Enthusiasm
(LPE). The Global Primitive Enthusiasm (GPE) was introduced to detect the overuse of prim-
itive types in the method parameter list based on a global ratio value, while the Hot Primitive
Enthusiasm (HPE) reports the methods that are reported by both LPE and GPE. These met-
rics characterize the project with a list of methods, however, these results can be aggregated to
class-level.

The metrics were implemented in the OpenStaticAnalyzer (OSA) [1] toolchain for Java
and evaluated on three medium-sized, industrial Java projects: joda-time-2.9.9 8, log4j9, and
commons-math-3.6.1 10. We experimented with two method exclusion strategies to get more pre-
cise results. The formulas for Primitive Enthusiasm calculation do not take into account that

8https://github.com/JodaOrg/joda-time
9https://github.com/apache/log4j

10https://github.com/apache/commons-math
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some methods only have one parameter or none at all. We decided to skip every method with
just one parameter.

The reported warnings were sampled and manually investigated. MPC reported 90, 50, and
6 classes on commons-math, joda-time, and log4j, respectively. The highest MPC count was 11
for log4j, meaning that in the logMF and logSF classes there are 11 parameter type - parameter
name pairs that appeared at least three times in different parameter lists. Both of these classes
were the top two results of the aggregated Primitive Enthusiasm metrics. Other MPC classes
have a high rank in the aggregated Primitive Enthusiasm results as well. Such classes raise the
suspicion of primitive obsession and the need for refactoring. Therefore, the MPC metric can be
a candidate for weighting the results of the PE variants as they tend to report a high number of
methods and classes. The SFP-SCU metric detected 1, 13, and 8 classes for type code usage in
the commons-math, joda-time, and log4j projects, respectively. These were manually validated.

We concluded from our findings that the new metrics can highlight numerous smelly and
hardly readable code segments.

2. Examining the Bug Prediction Capabilities of Primitive Obsession
Metrics.
Bug prediction is a method that supports quality assurance during software development. By
learning from the bugs of the past and source code features it builds a prediction model to foretell
the location and amount of future bugs. In this research, we aimed to improve bug prediction
with the help of three of the Primitive Obsession metrics: the MPC, the SFP, and the SFP-SCU
metrics (hereafter PO metrics). We integrated them into an existing bug prediction database [2]
and examined the effects with the J48 algorithm11. Three research questions were formed to
guide the direction of the investigation.

RQ1: How does adding the PO metrics affect the prediction capability of the original dataset?

RQ2: Does including PO metrics increase the cross-project bug prediction capability?

RQ3: Do the three PO metrics add valuable information to the dataset?
We answered RQ1 by inserting the PO metrics into the bug dataset and evaluating the change

of the predictive ability with the J48 algorithm. The F-measure12 showed stagnation or a slight
decrease. These changes are not significant. It causes changes of similar magnitude if the random
seed is changed in the 10-fold cross-validation. We concluded that adding the PO metrics to the
original dataset does not improve the overall prediction ability.

In order to answer RQ2, a project-wise evaluation was performed, meaning that we trained a
model on each project and evaluated it on every other project. A total of 29 projects were used,
so each model was evaluated on 28 systems. Each training was performed on the original dataset
and on the extended dataset as well, and the differences in the results were examined. We used
the Weighted Average F-measure13 to compactly present the change of the F-measure values for
both classes. The comparison of the models extended with PO metrics and the original models
yielded mixed results. Out of the 841 cases, there was no change in 350 cases and in 126 cases the

11J48 generates decision trees based on rules to classify
12F-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
13Weka calculates the Weighted Avg. F-Measure with the following formula for an n and y

class: Weighted Avg. F − measure = F −measure(n)·NumOfInstances(x)+F −measure(y)·NumOfInstances(y)
NumOfInstances(n)+NumOfInstances(y) , where

NumOfInstances(n), NumOfInstances(y) correspond to the number of instances in the given class.
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F-measure could not be calculated as every element was classified into one of the classes. The F-
measure is reduced in 170 cases and improved in 195 cases. There are 45 F-measure increases that
are larger than 0.05 in contrast to the 24 significant decreases where the F-measure is decreased
by at least 0.05. Overall, the addition of PO metrics brings more improvement than deterioration
in the case of cross-project validation, but it is important to choose the right system to build the
model on.

To answer RQ3, we calculated the correlation matrix14 of the metrics and used Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [12] to show the dimensionality of the PO metrics. The correlation
showed no significant linear relation neither within the PO metrics, nor between the PO metrics
and the other metrics. The PCA calculation revealed that to cover 99% of the variance in the
dataset, 33 principal components are required, which is more than half of the original attributes.
Even 95% requires 20 factors. We calculated the factor loadings15 for these components as well.
The results showed that the PO metrics contribute significantly to three of them. Using PCA
analysis, we concluded that PO metrics contributed notably to the variance of the dataset.

In this thesis point, we introduced three new Primitive Obsession metrics. We proved that
they are a new, useful approach for describing and measuring the source code and they are
capable of improving the bug prediction ability.

The Author’s Contributions
The author participated in the selection of the analyzed systems and in the evaluation of the
original Primitive Enthusiasm metric. She performed the literature review in the field of code
smells and Primitive Obsession. She designed theMPC, the SFP, and the SFP-SCU metrics. She
re-implemented the Primitive Enthusiasm calculation and implemented the other five metrics’
calculations for the extended research coming after the short paper. She experimented with
method elimination techniques and decided to settle with skipping every method with just one
parameter or less. She also participated in the selection of the Java systems and the assessment
of the results. She examined the overlaps in the results of the metrics and investigated their
correspondence. Later, the author implemented the Weka-based application for the bug dataset-
related research. She executed the OSA static analyzer on 58 systems and integrated the results
into the dataset. An evaluation program was created by the author to compare the results of the
original and the expanded data set. It was entirely her job to formulate the RQs and to evaluate
and interpret the results. The publications related to this thesis point are:

♦ Péter Gál and Edit Pengő. Primitive Enthusiasm: A Road to Primitive Obsession. In
The 11th Conference of PhD Students in Computer Science: Volume of short papers –
CSCS 2018, pages 134-137. University of Szeged, 2018.

♦ Edit Pengő and Péter Gál. Grasping Primitive Enthusiasm - Approaching Primitive
Obsession in Steps. In Proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Software
Technologies – ICSOFT 2018, pages 389-396. SciTePress, 2018.

♦ Edit Pengő. Examining the Bug Prediction Capabilities of Primitive Obsession Met-
rics. In Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2021: 21st International
Conference, Proceedings, Part VII, pages 185-200. Springer, 2021.

14We used the Pearson correlation for our experiment.
15A loading represents how much each original attribute contributes to the corresponding principal component.
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Summary
In this thesis, three main topics were discussed. All three topics are related to static source code
analysis and quality assurance. The first is in connection with symbolic execution, the second
topic is about Java static call graphs, and the third introduces Primitive Obsession detection
techniques.

In the case of symbolic execution, we enhanced an existing Java symbolic execution engine with
heuristical solutions. We targeted two important areas with these heuristics. One is related to
the handling of static initialization blocks, the other is the introduction of a simplified constraint
solver. We provided a lightweight but well-functioning solution to both problems, eliminating
countless false-positive error messages. We did not increase the resource requirements of the
engine, but we did increase its accuracy. By pruning unnecessary execution branches, we have
made it possible to discover new, true positive warnings as well. The solutions have been tested
on more than two hundred Java systems and became a persistent part of the symbolic executive
engine.

In the second part of the thesis, we analyzed static call graph generator tools for Java. Our
goal was to make an in-depth, qualitative and quantitative comparison using the most important
open-source static analyzer tools that can also be used for call graph creation. As a first step in
the comparison, we developed a heuristical call graph matching algorithm. This was necessary
because the tools often indicated the same methods differently. For example, the names of
the constructors and initialization blocks were not uniform, not to mention the methods of the
anonymous classes and the lambda functions. Once the namings were standardized, it became
possible to explore the actual differences between the graphs. Our studies revealed significant
differences between the graphs. The discrepancies come from three main sources: the handling of
Java language elements (e.g., initializer blocks, lambdas), the processing differences (such as the
handling of library methods), and the algorithmic differences (like the handling of polymorphism).
These are the main factors that can significantly determine the generated call graphs. This
thorough comparison can help developers find the appropriate call-graph creator algorithm for
their purpose.

Finally, the last part of the thesis deals with Primitive Obsession. We examined the charac-
teristic of this code smell and based on them we defined several class-level metrics. The metrics
cover properties such as repetitive method parameter lists and type code usage. We implemented
the metrics in a Java static source code analyzer and tested them on a small sample code and
on three real-sized systems. The reported classes and methods were examined manually. We
then integrated the metrics into a bug prediction database and examined the changes on the J48
algorithm. In certain cases, the metrics were capable of improving the bug prediction ability.
The PCA analysis showed that they contribute to the variance of the dataset. We concluded that
the introduced class-level Primitive Obsession metrics are a new, useful approach for describing
and measuring the source code.

№ [10] [11] [8] [7] [4] [3] [6] [9]
I. ♦ ♦

II. ♦ ♦ ♦

III. ♦ ♦ ♦

Table 7: Thesis points and supporting publications
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Összefoglaló
A szoftverfejlesztés nagyon összetett feladat, amit a nem egyértelmű követelmények, az alábecsült
erőforrásigények és a szigorú határidők még nehezebbé tesznek. Mindezeket figyelembe véve nem
meglepő, hogy a legtöbb szoftver még a megjelenése után sem tökéletes, tartalmazhat hibákat.
Ezek minimalizálása miatt fontos, hogy a fejlesztési folyamatot folyamatos minőségbiztosítás
kísérje. A minőségbiztosításnak számtalan eszköze és módszere létezik. Statikus elemzésnél a
vizsgálat a program futtatása nélkül történik, ezért már a fejlesztés nagyon korai fázisaiban
alkalmazható. Ez előnyös, hiszen minél korábban azonosítanak be egy hibát, annál kevesebb
anyagi kárt okoz. A disszertációmban tárgyalt kutatás a hibák statikus elemzéssel való korai
felismerésének témakörével foglalkozik.

A dolgozat három fő témát tárgyal: egy Java szimbolikus végrehajtó motor heurisztikus
alapú fejlesztése (első egység, 2-5. fejezetek), a Java statikus hívási gráfok összehasonlító e-
lemzése (második egység, 6-9. fejezetek) és egy új módszertan bevezetése a Primitive Obsession
gyanús kód detektálására (harmadik egység, 10-13.) fejezetek. Ezek a témák mind a szoftver-
minőség fontosságát hangsúlyozzák, mind a legkorszerűbb megoldásokat kínálják a szoftverhibák
leküzdésére. A szimbolikus végrehajtást és a Primitive Obsessiont értinő kutatás magához a
hibadetektáláshoz kapcsolódik, míg a hívási gráfokkal kapcsolatos harmadik téma egy szinttel
mélyebben vizsgálódik. Mivel a hívási gráfok rendkívül fontosak lehetnek a statikus elemzésben,
kutatásuk fontos az ilyen eszközök kifejlesztéséhez.

A szimbolikus végrehajtás a program vagy a program egy részének végrehajtását szimulálja
szimbolikus értékekkel. A hagyományos végrehajtás során a program változói konkrét értékeket
vesznek fel, ami azt jelenti, hogy a program egy meghatározott végrehajtási utat jár be, amelyet
ezek az értékek határoznak meg. Ezzel szemben a szimbolikus érték konkrét értékek egy hal-
maza. Ha a program egy feltételes vezérlési szerkezete szimbolikus értékeket tartalmaz, akkor
az eredmény is szimbolikus lesz, vagyis a végrehajtás több úton is folytatható lesz. Alapértel-
mezés szerint egy szimbolikus végrehajtó motor minden lehetséges végrehajtási utat bejár, hogy
futásidejű hibákat detektáljon. A szimbolikus végrehajtás hátránya, hogy a normál végrehajtás-
hoz képest hatalmas az erőforrásigénye. Az elágazások száma exponenciálisan növekedhet például
egy szimbolikus feltételt tartalmazó ciklus esetén, ezért a lehetséges útvonalak számát gyakran
korlátozzák. Ez a végrehajtás pontosságának csökkenéséhez vezet. Számos stratégia létezik az
erőforrásigények csökkentésére. A kutatásomban két heurisztikus módszert vezettem be a pon-
tosság és az erőforrás-felhasználás közötti kompromisszum megvalósítására. A módszereket az
RTEHunterben [5], a Szegedi Tudományegyetemen kifejlesztett Java szimbolikus végrehajtó mo-
torban implementáltam. A harmadik fejezetben tárgyalt módszer a Java statikus inicializáló
blokkjainak heurisztikus kezelése volt. Mivel az RTEHunter valójában nem hajtja végre a Java
byte-kódot, nehéz pontosan kezelni a Java osztálybetöltési mechanizmust. Emiatt korábban nem
is kezelte a statikus inicializáló blokkokat, ami rengeteg fals pozitív hibaüzenetet eredményezett
Egy filterezési mechanizmust dolgoztam ki, amely egy NPE megjelenésekor ellenőrzi, hogy a hozzá
társított változó inicializálva lett-e az osztályához tartozó statikus inicializáló blokkok egyikében.
Amennyiben igen, az NPE-t fals pozitívként kezeljük. A negyedik fejezetben tárgyalt módszer
egy heurisztikus feltétel ellenőrző mechanizmus. Ez az ellenőrző azt követi nyomon, hogy a szim-
bolikus Java referenciák értéke null-e. Nem törődik a szimbolikus aritmetikai változókkal, vagyis
azok korlátozás nélkül maradnak. Ez a heurisztikus egyszerűsítés lényege. Mivel az RTEHunter
előző verziójában teljes egészében hiányzott a feltétel ellenőrző mechanizmus, ez a megoldás szá-
mos fals pozitív hibajelzés eliminálásában segített. Több mint kétszáz nyílt forráskódú Java
rendszeren teszteltük őket. A heurisztikák a fals pozitív jelzések jelentős csökkenését okozták,
anélkül, hogy mérhetően megnövelték volna a végrehajtási időt vagy a memóriahasználatot. Az
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incializáló blokkok kezelésével több, mint 200 fals pozitív hibajelzést sikerült eliminálni, míg a
heurisztikus feltétel ellenőrző 16-ot szűrt ki. Az eliminációk révén a szimbolikus végrehajtás
folytatódhatott olyan végrehajtási ágakon, amelyek eddig terminálódtak, ezért a két módszer 7-7
darab, immár valós hibajelzést is felfedezett.

A hívási gráfok olyan irányított gráfok, amelyek a program metódusai közötti vezérlésátadási
viszonyokat mutatják be. Statikus és dinamikus hívási gráfokat különböztethetünk meg, attól
függően, hogy statikus vagy dinamikus elemzés során készültek-e. A dinamikus hívási gráfok
a program egy konkrét végrehajtása során meghívott metódusok alapján készülnek, ezért nem
feltétlenül reprezentálják az egész programot, míg a statikus hívási gráfok teljességre törekednek.
Ez azonban csak egy törekvés; a statikus hívási gráfokkal kapcsolatos kutatásaink rávilágítottak,
hogy ezek a gráfok is eltérő módon építhetőek fel. Mivel a statikus hívási gráfok fontos építőkövei
számos statikus elemzési algoritmusnak (pl. az interprocedurális vezérlésátadás és az adatfolyam
modellezésének), pontosságuk nagyban befolyásolhatja a rajtuk alapuló elemzések eredményeit.
Emiatt összehasonlító tanulmányt készítettünk Java nyelvre készített statikus hívási gráf előáll-
ító eszközökről. Hat nyílt forráskódú, széles körben elterjedt elemző programot választottunk
ki. Az összehasonlításhoz először el kellett végeznünk a különböző eszközökkel előállított hívási
gráfok párosítását. Több lépésben bevezettünk egy heurisztikát, mellyel kezelni tudjuk például
az anoním metódusok és osztályok illetve a generikus elemek eltérő ábrázolását. A csomópont-
párosítás elvégzése után lehetővé vált a különböző eszközökkel előállított hívási gráfok összeha-
sonlítása. Megállapítottuk, hogy a Java nyelvi elemek, például a dinamikus metódus hívások
vagy a lambda metódusok eltérő kezelése jelentős különbségeket okozhatnak az előállított gráfok-
ban. Például a polimorfizmus eltérő kezelése befolyásolja az élszámokat. A kvantitatív elemzés
jelentős különbségeket tárt fel a gráfok között. Előfordult, hogy az ugyanarról a Java projektről
készített gráfok élei akár kevesebb, mint 60%-ban fedték le egymást. Ha elimináltuk a gráfokból
az ismert különbségeket (például statikus inicializáló metódusokat, könyvtári metódusokat), a
gráfok közötti jelentős eltérések akkor is megmaradtak. A manuális vizsgálat feltárt olyan ko-
rábban fel nem fedezett tényezőket, mint például az elemzők hibái vagy a bájtkód alapú elemzők
egyéb jellemzői. Kutatásunk rávilágított arra, hogy a Java nyelv gazdagsága milyen kihívást
jelent a hívási gráfok létrehozásában.

A Primitive Obsession egy olyan gyanús kód, amely úgy értelmezhető, mint a primitív
adattípusok túlzott használata a kódban, ezért a tervezési problémák és refaktorálandó kód-
részek hasznos indikátora lehet. Potenciális haszna ellenére nem kapott jelentős figyelmet a
kutatásokban. Definiáltam és kiértékeltem három metrikát, amelyek felhívhatják a figyelmet
olyan kódrészekre, ahol előfordulhat Primitive Obsession. Az egyik metrika a repetitív metódus
paraméterlistákat, míg a másik kettő a típuskódok detektálásában segít. Beleintegráltuk őket
az OpenStaticAnalyzer (OSA) [1] statikus elemző eszközbe és méréseket végeztünk velük. Az
eredmények kézi vizsgálata azt mutatta, hogy a jelzések olyan osztályokra és metódusokra hívják
fel a figyelmet, amelyekben a primitív típusokat túl sűrűn és túl hanyagul használták. Ezután
egy olyan kutatást végeztünk, amely során egy meglévő hibaelőrejelző adatbázist bővítettünk
három Primitív Obsession metrikával, és megvizsgáltuk a hiba-predikciós képességre gyakorolt
hatást. Az eredmények azt mutatták, hogy a metrikák nagyobb mértékben javítják, mint rontják
a hiba-előrejelzést. Főkomponens analízis [12] segítségével megmutattuk azt is, hogy a metrikák
hozzájárulnak a bővített adathalmaz varianciájához, vagyis új és hasznos megközelítést nyújtanak
a forráskód jellemzésére és mérésére.
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